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A. Overview 

1. The Task of Semantics 

 The task of semantics is to provide a semantic-analysis of every phrase in a given language �.  

The semantic-analysis of a phrase φ consists of three inter-locking constituents. 

(1) provide a semantic-value for φ. 

(2) provide a semantic-value for every component-phrase of φ. 

(3) demonstrate how (1) is computed from (2). 

The current chapter concentrates items (1) and (2), while the next chapter concentrates on item (3). 

2. Indirect Semantics 

 According to Indirect Semantics, which employs the Method of Translation, the semantic-

value of a phrase φ in an object-language � is a translation of φ into a corresponding phrase φ′ in a 

target-language �′, which is presumed to be semantically more fundamental, or more transparent, 

than �.  The basic idea is that we understand φ in virtue of understanding its translation φ′.  

 For us, the object-language � is ordinary English,1 and the target-language is what we call 

Loglish, which is a compound ("creole") of formal-logical grammar and ordinary English 

vocabulary, which employs a highly specialized formal apparatus, plus ad hoc abbreviations for 

various lexical elements of English, including lexicalized phrases in the fashion of elementary logic 

textbooks. 

3. The Logical Component of Loglish 

 The logical-component of Loglish is presented in five stages, the later stages being founded on 

the earlier stages, which is to say later stages mostly subsume, but also correct, earlier stages. 

(1) Loglish1 First-Order Logic 
Everything starts here; 

all translations have FOL at the bottom.2 

(2) Loglish2 Basic Type-Theory Simple (unary) type theory.  

(3) Loglish3 Expanded Type-Theory 
Case-marking. 

Hugely-expanded lambda-abstraction. 

(4) Loglish4 Infinitary Type-Theory Infinitary-operators (junctions). 

(5) Loglish5 Super Type-Theory 
Binary and finitary operators, 

including three different product operators. 

 

                                                 
1
 As spoken in the early 21

st
 Century by my immediate family [a small informant class!] 

2
 This is a double entendre; all non-logical morphemes have FOL components; the bottom-line (end) of a semantic 

derivation is almost always a formula of FOL.   
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B. First-Order Logic (Loglish1) 

1. Introduction 

 According to our initial hypothesis [first approximation], the logical half of Loglish is First-

Order Logic, including an account of function-signs, identity, and definite-descriptions.  In this 

connection, the translations we propose correspond very closely to the translations examined in 

elementary logic courses.3 

 The problems with Loglish1 are manifold.   

 +++ 

 The chief problem with FOL is that many English phrases are given rather bizarre renditions 

in Loglish1.  For example, Loglish1 does not distinguish between ‘dog’, ‘a dog’, and ‘is a dog’.  It 

also offers no account of verb phrases like ‘respects Kay’, and it offers no account of quantifiers and 

quantifier phrases, which are rather treated as "syn-categorimatic". 

 +++ 

 Nevertheless, since FOL constitutes the core of our general account of Loglish, we begin with 

an account of FOL. 

2. Basic Categories 

 category type 

(1) terms 4 D 

(2) formulas 5 S 

(3) k-place predicates (for each number k � 0) Dk�S 6 

(4) k-place function-signs (for each number k � 0) Dk�D 

(5) proper-nouns D 

(6) variables D 

(7) constants
7
 D 

(8) connectives Sk�S 

(9) abstractors (variable-binding operators) not categorial 8 

                                                 
3
 For example, as presented in Kalish and Montague (1964). 

4
 The word ‘term’ in logic is usually accompanied by the adjective ‘singular’, since logic is often presented as 

grammatically restricted to noun-phrases with singular number.  We do not follow this practice; rather, we take terms 

as numerically open; they can be singular, plural, or mass. 
5
 The word ‘formula’ in logic corresponds to ‘sentence’ in ordinary speech. 

6
 Ak�B means the functor takes a k-tuple of items of type A, and generates an item of type B.  See Section 6. 

7
 Whereas variables correspond to anaphoric pronouns, constants correspond to demonstrative pronouns, which are 

used in elementary logic primarily inside derivations. 
8
 It is commonplace in logic to treat abstraction as syn-categorimatic.  Syn-categorimatic expressions contribute to the 

meanings of phrases in which they occur, but they do not have independent meanings.  
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3. Rules of Formation 

1. Terms 

(1) every proper-noun is a term 

(2) every variable is a term 

(3) every constant is a term 

if � is a k-place function-sign 

and τ1, …, τk are terms (4) 

then �(τ1,…,τk) is a term 

if Φ is a formula 

and ν is a variable (5) 

then �νΦ is a term 

(6) nothing else is a term 

2. Atomic Formulas 

if � is a k-place predicate 

and τ1, …, τk are terms (1) 

then �[τ1, …,τk] is an atomic formula 

if τ1 and τ2 are terms 
(2) 

then [τ1=τ2] is an atomic formula 

(3) nothing else is a atomic formula 

3. Formulas 

(1) every atomic formula is a formula 

if Φ is a formula 
(2) 

then ∼Φ is a formula 

if Φ and Ψ are formulas 

[Φ & Ψ] 

[Φ ∨ Ψ] 

[Φ → Ψ] 

(3) 
then 

[Φ ↔ Ψ]  

are formulas 9 

if Φ is a formula 

and ν is a variable 
(4) 

then 
∀νΦ 

∃νΦ 
are formulas 

(5) nothing else is a formula 

                                                 
9
 The outer brackets admit various spellings, including being deleted when the formula stands alone. 
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4. First-Order Languages 

1. Logical Vocabulary 

  All first-order languages share the following logical vocabulary in common. 

(1) variables  ν1, ν2, … infinitely-many 

(2) constants  c1, c2, … infinitely-many 

(3) abstractors ∀ , ∃ , � 

(4) identity sign = 

(5) connectives ∼ , & , ∨ , → , ↔ 

(6) parentheses of various shapes and sizes 

2. Non-Logical Vocabulary 

 What distinguishes first-order languages from each other are their respective non-logical 

vocabularies.  For any first-order language, the non-logical vocabulary includes. 

(1.0) zero or more proper-nouns10 

(2.0) zero or more 0-place function-signs 11 

(2.1) zero or more 1-place function-signs 

(2.2) zero or more 2-place function-signs 

… … … 

(3.0) zero or more 0-place predicates 

(3.1) zero or more 1-place predicates 

… … … 

5. Abbreviation Scheme 

 Loglish1 consists of lexicalized12 phrases of English, with ad hoc abbreviations, using the 

following conventions.13 

 category are abbreviated by 

(1) proper-nouns small-caps letters 

(2) function-signs bold small-caps letters 

(3) predicates bold-face upper-case letters 

                                                 
10

 Theoretically these can also be categorized as zero-place function-signs. 
11

 These are theoretically redundant if we have proper-nouns. 
12

 A related term is ‘gerrymandered’ from the way the lexicalized phrases re-draw the phrasal boundaries in a 

sentence.  
13

 The exact abbreviation varies from context to context.  The ideal version of Loglish has a unique abbreviation for 

each lexical phrase.  Also, note that, otherwise stated, letters are from the Roman alphabet.    
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Examples 

abbreviation gloss 

W[α] α is a woman 

V[α] α is virtuous 

R[α,β] α respects β 

R[α,β,γ] α recommends β to γ 

F[α,β] α is a friend of β 

N[α,β] α is next to β 

M(α) the mother of α 

F(α) the father of α 

J Jay 

K Kay 

6. Dot Notation for Loglish 

 Parentheses are officially part of Loglish, but they can be cumbersome, so we often employ a 

more succinct notation.  First of all, as is customary in logic, we drop outer-parentheses when an 

expression stands alone.  We also use dots to mark connectives as to scope.  But on which side of the 

connective should the dot be placed?  The general rule is that a dot acts as a parenthesis, 

appropriately directed, whose mate is then positioned appropriately, as in the following simple 

examples. 

 A →. B → C  A → (B → C)  (A → (B → C)) 

A → B .→ C  (A → B) → C  ((A → B) → C) 

7. Problems with Loglish1 

 As stated at the beginning, the problems with Loglish1 are manifold.   

 +++ 

 The chief problem with FOL is that many English phrases are given rather bizarre renditions 

in Loglish1.  For example, Loglish1 does not distinguish between ‘dog’, ‘a dog’, and ‘is a dog’.  It 

also offers no account of verb phrases like ‘respects Kay’, and it offers no categorial account of 

quantifiers and quantifier phrases, but rather treats them as syn-categorimatic.14 

 +++ 

                                                 
14

 +++repeat earlier footnote about syn-categorimatic+++ 
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C. Basic Type-Theory (Loglish2) 

1. Introduction 

 We next expand FOL by adding sophisticated formal machinery in the form of types.  This 

allows us to provide much better renderings of a wide variety of phrases. 

 +++ 

2. Types 

(1) D is a type definite-noun-phrases 

(2) S  is a type sentences 

if A and B are types 
(3) 

then [A�B] is a type 
functors 

(4) nothing else is a type  

3. Derivative Type 

(5) C  D�S 

C-phrases (common-noun-phrases) are treated as one-place predicates. 

4. Dot Notation for Type Expressions 

1. Introduction 

 As noted earlier, dots are sometimes used in Loglish in place of parentheses.  They can also be 

used for type expressions, and here we are more liberal, proposing a general scheme for dropping 

most (or even all) parentheses, and replacing some of them by periods and colons. 

2. A Dot Acts as a Parenthesis  

 One way to use dots is simply to mark a connective as the main connective.  But on which side 

of the connective should the dot be placed?  The general rule is that a dot acts as a parenthesis, 

appropriately directed, whose mate is then positioned appropriately. 

Examples:15 

 A →. B → C ⇒ A → (B → C ⇒ A → (B → C) 

A → B .→ C ⇒ A → B) → C ⇒ (A → B) → C 

Mixed Left-Right Example 

A → B .→. C → D ⇒ A → B) → (C → D ⇒ (A → B) → (C → D) 

3. A Colon Acts as Two Parentheses 

Examples: 

A →: B → C → D ⇒ A → ((B → C → D ⇒ A → ((B → C) → D) 

A → B → C :→ D ⇒ A → B → C)) → D ⇒ (A → (B → C)) → D 

4. Left-Dots can be Dropped Entirely 

Left-dots are restored as follows: 

restore all right-dots first; then start at right-side of expression,  

move left, placing left-dots as (soon as) they are needed. 

                                                 
15

 ‘⇒’ means “rewrites as”. 
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Examples: 

A → B → C → D ⇒ A →. B →. C → D ⇒ A → ((B → C) → D)   

A → B → C .→ D ⇒ A → (B → C) → D ⇒ A → .(B → C) → D ⇒ A → ((B → C) → D) 

A→B→C:→D→E ⇒ (A→(B→C))→D→E  (A→(B→C))→.D→E  (A→(B→C))→(D→E) 

5. Hybrid Examples  

 The above short-cuts can also be applied piecemeal. 

Examples: 

(A→B→C)→D ⇒ (A→(B→C))→D 

(A→B.→C)→D ⇒ ((A→B)→C)→D 

A→(B→C.→D) ⇒ A→((B→C)→D) 

(A→B.→C)→D.→E ⇒ (((A→B)→C)→D)→E 

5. Examples of Types 

 +++ 

6. Formation Rules 

1. Loglish2 Subsumes Loglish1 

(1) every term of Loglish1 is an expression of type D 

(2) every formula of Loglish1 is an expression of type S 

2. Variables 

For each type ℑ, there is an infinite list of variables of type ℑ.16 

Note: although Loglish2 in principle admits infinitely-many types, and infinitely-many 

lists of variables, in practice we employ just a few types of variables, encoded as 

follows. 

(1) lower-case math-italic x, y, z, … D 

(2) upper-case Times-Roman P, Q, R, … D�S, S 17 

3. Connectives 

Same as FOL. 

4. Identity 

if α and β are expressions of  the same type 

then [α = β] is an expression of type S [formula] 

                                                 
16

 Technically, the symbol ‘ℑ’ is a Fraktur ‘I’, but it looks like a fancy ‘T’, so we use it schematically for types.   
17

 This simplification of notation means we have to be careful reading upper-case variables, using context distinguish 

predicate-variables from sentence-variables. 
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5. Quantification 

if Φ is a formula  

and ν is a variable of any type 

then 
∀νΦ 

∃νΦ 
are formulas  

6. Definite-Descriptions 

if Φ is a formula   

and ν is a variable of type ℑ 

then �νΦ is an expression of type ℑ 

7. Lambda-Abstraction 

if ν is a variable of type A 

and β is an expression of type B 

then λν:β 18 is an expression of type A�B 

8. Lambda-Abstract Compounds 

if Λ is an expression of type A�B 

and α is an expression of type A 

then [Λ]〈α〉 is an expression of type B 

7. Problems with Loglish2 

 Although Loglish2 offers a logical formalism much better than Loglish1, it still faces its own 

problems.   

 +++ 

                                                 
18

 The colon symbol is occasionally replaced by a period, and is also occasionally dropped altogether. 
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D. Expanded Type-Theory (Loglish3) 

1. Introduction 

 In an effort to improve the logical component of Loglish, we propose to expand Type Theory 

in a number of ways. 

(1) We expand the class of types by adding: 

• case-markers [encoded by integers]; 

• case-marked types. 

(2) We expand the syntax by adding: 

• case-markers [encoded by integers]; 

• case-marked D-phrases. 

(3) We expand lambda-abstraction so that: 

• the input expression can be any open expression. 

2. Cases 

1. Functional Roles 

  +++ 

2. Anaphoric Roles 

  +++ 

3. Types 

1. Case-Markers 

(1) every integer is a case-marker 

(2) nothing else is a case-marker 

2. Case-Marked Types 19 

if κ is a case-marker 
(1) 

then Dκ is a case-marked type 

(2) nothing else is a case-marked type 

3. Types 

(1)   D is a type 

(2)   S is a type 

(3) every case-marked type is a type 

if A and B are types 
(4) 

then [A�B] is a type 

(5) nothing else is a type 

                                                 
19

 This is a minimal implementation of case-marking.  More generally, we could allow case-marking to apply to any 

type, we would have types such as ((D1�S2)3�D4)5. 
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4. Derivative Type 

(6) C  D0�S 

C-phrases (common-noun-phrases) are treated as  

a special kind of one-place predicate,  

which takes a 0-marked entity as input. 

5. Examples 

+++ 

4. Formation Rules 

1. Variables 

 For each non-marked type ℑ, there is an infinite list of variables of type ℑ.20  

2. Case-Marking – Basic Scheme 

if δ is an expression of  type D 

and κ is a case-marker  (1) 

then [δ]κ 
21 an expression of  type Dκ 

(2) nothing else is an expression of type Dκ 

The basic idea is that, whereas an expression of type D denotes an entity in the domain (for 

example, an individual), an expression of type D1 denotes a marked-entity, which we can 

imagine simply to be an entity-plus-marker – which is to say an entity with a marker attached 

to it (like a post-it).  For example, if ‘J’ denotes Jay, then ‘J1’ denotes Jay-plus-marker-1.22  

3. Functional Roles and Anaphoric Roles 

 Case-markers are encoded by integers, tabulated as follows. 

non-negative integers functional-roles 23  phi-roles 

negative integers anaphoric-roles 24 alpha-roles 

Functional roles include subject [nominative, 1], direct object [accusative, 2], etc., but also 

nullative [0], which is used in conjunction with common-noun-phrases, which have type C 

[ D0�S]. 

                                                 
20

 We don't have a dedicated class of variables for marked-types; rather, we use expanded abstraction to take care of 

this; in particular, although a complex expression such as ‘x1’ is not technically a variable, it behaves like a variable 

ranging over 1-marked entities. 
21

 Brackets are often dropped. 
22

 Mathematically, the latter can be thought of as an ordered-pair consisting of Jay and the number 1. 
23

 Also called a phi-role.  +++explain the difference between thematic and functional roles+++ 
24

 Also called an alpha-role. 
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4. Examples of Cases/Roles 

Code Name Marker Role 

1 nominative before verb usually the subject of a verb phrase 

2 accusative after verb usually the direct object of a transitive verb 

3 dative to usually the indirect object of a di-transitive verb 

4 ablative 25 from usually the indirect object of a di-transitive verb 

5 perlative 26 by usually the agent in a passive construction 

6 genitive 27 of ; 's associated with certain relational nouns 

0 nullative  associated with common-noun-phrases 

-k anaphoric  

each anaphoric pronoun creates an alpha-role; 

an NP binds such a pronoun  

by being appropriately case-marked 

5. Allomorphs 

 Whereas Basic Type Theory has just one type of one-place predicate [D�S], Expanded 

Type Theory has in principle infinitely-many types – Dκ�S, one for each integer κ.  We 

describe the relation between these types by saying they are all allomorphs of each other.  This 

enables us to distinguish the following phrases. 

dog D0�S 

is a dog D1�S 

it is a dog D-1�S 

while at the same time acknowledging their underlying similarity. 

6. The Difference between Case-Markers and Prepositions 

+++ 

7. Freedom and Bondage; Open and Closed Expressions 

 Many definitions concerning formal languages involve the notions of variable-freedom 

and variable-binding.  The following is our official account.  Note that the same variable – say 

‘x’ – can occur repeatedly in a formula.  So we must carefully distinguish between a variable 

(a type/kind) and an occurrence of a variable (a token/particular).   

every occurrence of ν in ℵνℇ is bound by ℵ 
(1) 

ℵ is an abstractor28 ν is a variable ℇ is an expression 

 

                                                 
25

 The Latin word ‘ab’ means ‘from’. 
26

 Neologism – the Latin word ‘per’ means ‘by’.  
27

 Genitive case must be distinguished from possessive construction; See Section Error! Reference source not 

found.. 
28

 ‘ℵ’ is the Hebrew letter aleph, which derives from the Phoenician letter ‘a’ (“alep” = ox), which also gave rise to 

the Greek letter ‘α’ (alpha).   
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 an occurrence ο of variable ν is free in expression ℇ 
(2) 

 ο is not bound by an abstractor 

 

 a variable ν is free in ℇ 
(3) 

 at least one occurrence of ν is free in ℇ 

 

 an expression ℇ is closed  
(4) 

 no variable is free in ℇ 

 

 an expression ℇ is open  
(5) 

 it is not closed 

 

 A variable ν is free for σ in ℇ  
(6) 

 every variable that is free in σ is also free in ℇ[σ/ν] 

8. Lambda-Abstraction (HUGELY Expanded) 

if α is an open expression of type A 

and β is an expression of type B 

then λ:α:β29 is an expression of type A�B 

note every variable free in α is bound by λ 

9. Restricted Abstraction 

 We occasionally need to restrict the domain of a lambda-abstract, which is 

accomplished using the following notation.30 

if α is an open expression of type A 

and β is an expression of type B 

and Φ is a formula   

then λα \ Φ \ β is an expression of type A�B 

The idea is that, whereas λα:β acts on all items of type(α), λα\Φ\β acts only on those items 

that satisfy the restriction Φ.  If α does not satisfy Φ, λα\Φ\β is null. 

                                                 
29

 The colon symbol is occasionally replaced by a period, and is also occasionally dropped altogether. 
30

 A complication arises with expanded lambda-abstraction; the expression �λα:β� need not denote a (single-valued) 

function, which complicates the associated lambda-conversion rule.  See Chapter on Semantic Calculus. 
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10. Lambda-Abstraction – Arrow Notation 

 Mathematicians employ lambda-abstraction, but often use an arrow-symbol to connect 

input and output, rather than an abstraction operator.  We occasionally follow this custom, 

using ‘�’ as an alternative to ‘λ’, especially when the input expression is a lambda-abstract. 

α�β  λ:α:β 

Note that the syntactic-composition exactly parallels type-composition.  

expression type 

α A 

β B 

α�β A�B 

The following is an example.  

λxFx � λx~Fx  λ:λxFx:λx~Fx 

here, � binds the variable ‘F’ 

11. Case-Marking – Expanded Notation 

 Expanded lambda-abstraction allows us to write more complex case-marked expressions 

according to the following shorthand definitions, where ℑ is any type. 

if φ is an expression of type  D�ℑ 

and κ is a case-marker  

then [φ]κ 
31 an expression of type Dκ�ℑ 

where [φ]κ  λxκ[φ]〈x〉  

e.g. P1   λx1Px D1�S 

12. Subscripting is Categorimatic 

 Two kinds of expressions can be case-marked – expressions of type D, and expressions 

of type D�ℑ, where ℑ is any type.  Syntactically, this is accomplished by appending a 

subscripted numeral κ to a (bracketed) expression ℇ, as in the following schema. 

[ℇ]κ 

In reading expressions in the expanded lambda-calculus, one must be very careful about 

reading subscripts.  For example, in an expression such as 

λy2λx1Rxy 

the input expression is 

y2 

is not a variable, but rather a complex expression containing the variable ‘y’.  This use of 

subscripting is very different from the meta-linguistic use, which treats subscripting as purely 

graphical/glyphical.   

Our use of subscripts is rather akin to the use of superscripts in arithmetic.  For example, 

x2
 

                                                 
31

 Brackets are often dropped. 
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is not a variable, but a complex expression containing the variable ‘x’.  In particular, the 

symbol ‘2’ is categorimatic, not merely decorative.  Moreover, superscripting the numeral ‘2’ 

marks combining x and 2 in a particular way – x raised to the power 2. 

13. Virtual Variables 

 Nevertheless, one can use complex expressions as virtual-variables, illustrated as 

follows. 

virtual variable ranges over 

x2
 squares of numbers 

x+y sums of numbers 

x2 entity-label pairs 

〈x,y〉 ordered-pairs 

The key advantage of using virtual-variables rather than sortal-variables is that virtual-

variables have structural parts that can be individually manipulated. 

5. Problems with Loglish3 

 Although Loglish3 involves a much better logical formalism than Loglish2, which is far 

superior to Loglish1, it has its own shortcomings.   

 +++ 
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E. Infinitary Type-Theory (Loglish4) 

1. Introduction 

 +++ 

2. Junctions 

 By an infinitary-operator, we mean an operator that acts on a collection of arguments of 

arbitrary size, even infinite, and even empty.  Junctions are infinitary-operators that we employ in 

our account of quantifiers and indefinite noun phrases, and serve both as type-operators and as 

syntactic-operators in accordance with the following schemata.32 

if ℑ is a type 

and @ is a junction 

then @ℑ is a type 

 

if α is an expression of type ℑ 

and Φ is a formula 

then @{ α | Φ} s an expression of type @ℑ 

 All told, we propose seven junctions, as follows. 

symbol formal name English counterpart 

� conjunction every 

� disjunction some 

○ nonction 33 no 

� 34 subjunction any 

� 35 exclusive-disjunction exactly [N] 

Σ sum 

Π product 

used with  

common noun phrases  

when they serve as NPs 

                                                 
32

 The letter ‘@’ is the Cyrillic phonogram for the soft-j sound; IPA: ʒ; it is short for ‘junction’ [with a soft-j!]. 
33

 It is spelled ‘non’ to indicate its connection to ‘none’; we furthermore propose to pronounce ‘non’ like ‘none’, so 

that ‘nonction’ rhymes with ‘junction’. 
34

 The symbol is the Cyrillic letter ‘el’, which derives from Greek lambda (Λ), which is short for ‘любой’ [‘liuboi’], 

which is Russian for (approximately) ‘any one’.  This symbol is chosen also because it is graphically intermediate 

between ‘�’ and ‘Π’, and ‘any’ is between � and Π (infinitary-product) with respect to scope.  Some occurrences of 

‘�’ even look exactly like ‘�’, for example the entrance to Lenin's Tomb [ΛEHИН]. 
35

 We use a box-plus-cross to indicate exclusive-or; ‘or’ = box; ‘exclusive’ = cross.  We use a circle-cross for a 

product operator. 
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3. Notation 

(1) {α | Φ}  (the set of) all α such that Φ 36 collective-abstract 

(2) @{α | Φ}  the @ of all α such that Φ infinitary-compound 

   if  type(α)  = A  

   then type( @{α|Φ} ) = @A  

(3) @νΦ  @{ν | Φ} shorthand 

   

α,β are expressions of any type 

ν is a variable of any type 

Φ is any formula 

@ is any junction 

 

�xFx   the conjunction of all x such that Fx  

�xFx   the disjunction of all x such that Fx  e.g. 

ΣxFx   the sum of all x such that Fx  

                                                 
36

 Our notation involves braces, which are used in set theory for set-abstraction.  See Appendix on Set Theory.  We 

occasionally use braces for set-abstraction, but mostly we use braces simply as punctuation. 
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F. Super Type Theory (Loglish5) 

1. Introduction 

 The move from Infinitary-Type Theory to Super-Type Theory, though seemingly small, is 

surprisingly complicated.  In particular, we introduce a variety of binary-operators, and finitary-

operators, noting that binary-operators don't automatically reduce to infinitary-operators, and 

finitary-operators don't automatically reduce to binary-operators or infinitary-operators. 

2. Type-Logical Product 

 Super-Type Theory is also where we officially introduce the type-logical product operator 

from Sub-Structural Logic.37  In particular, Sub-Structural Logic postulates a product-operator × 

satisfying the following principle.38 

(r) (A×B)→C � A→(B→C) 

In Classical Logic and Intuitionistic Logic, × corresponds to logical-conjunction, but in Relevance 

Logic and Linear Logic, it is a separate connective.39 

 This logical operator motivates a corresponding type/syntactic operator in Loglish, 

characterized as follows.   

if A and B are types 
(1) 

then [A×B] is a type 

 

if α is an expression of type A 

and β is an expression of type B (2) 

then [α×β] is an expression of type A×B 

The algebra of × is postulated to conform to the following principles. 

(1) (α×β)×γ = α×(β×γ) associative 

(2) α×β = β×α commutative 

(3) if α×β = α×γ, then β=γ right-cancellative 

(4) if α×γ = β×γ, then α=β left-cancellative 40 

(5) α×α ≠ α anti-contractive 

PLUS  

parallel  

principles  

for types  

A,B,C 

                                                 
37

 Technically, this can be introduced much earlier in our presentation of Type Theory and Loglish. 
38

 This is called the Residual Law.  More commonly, it has additive and multiplicative forms. 

(a–b)–c = a–(b+c) 
(a/b)/c = a/(b×c) 

Note that we understand A→B as B-divided-by-A [B given A]. 
39

 Sometimes called fusion in Relevance Logic.   
40

 (4) follows from (2) and (3).  We include it since we later consider structures that don't satisfy (2), but do satisfy 

(4). 
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3. Multi-Sets  

 Perhaps the best example of such a structure is the algebra of multi-sets over a given domain 

D, where × is identified with multi-set union.  Multi-sets over domain D can be encoded by multi-

characteristic-functions over D; each is a function χ 
41

 from D into the set � of natural numbers.  

The idea is that χ(a) represents how many instances of a occur in the multi-set.  Then × corresponds 

to multi-set union, which corresponds to χ-function addition:  [χ1×χ2](a) = χ1(a) + χ2(a). 

4. Binary-Operators 

 The junctions give rise to binary counterparts, tabulated as follows. 

original binary English counterpart 

� ∧ and 

� ∨ or 

○ ⊖ nor 

� л either 

� ⊠ xor 

Σ σ [⊕] mereological-and 42 

Π π [⊗] wide or/and 

§ § ? 

How do we define these operators?  The most obvious way is to employ the following schema, 

where ж is the binary version of @.43 

(b) α ж β  @{α, β}  @{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} 44 ν not free in α,β 

 This schema works very well for conjunction and disjunction. 

(∧) α ∧ β  �{α, β}  �{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} ν not free in α,β 

(∨) α ∨ β  �{α, β}  �{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} ν not free in α,β 

This is because AND and EVERY interlock, and OR and SOME interlock, perfectly. 

 Unfortunately, other operators involve complications, some more thorny than others. 

5. ⊗ versus × 

 The first complication concerns the relation between ⊗ (π) and the type-logical operator ×.   

Are they the same?  No!  First, × can combine items of different types, whereas ⊗ can only combine 

items of the same type.  More importantly, ⊗ is contractive [α⊗α=α], whereas × is anti-contractive 

[α×α≠α],45 and × is cancellative, whereas ⊗ is not.    

                                                 
41 The letter ‘χ’ (chi) is short for ‘χαρακτήρας’, from which ‘characteristic’ derives.  Early Latin scribes used ‘ch’ to 

transcribe words borrowed from Greek involving ‘χ’, just as early Middle English scribes used ‘ch’ to transcribe 

similar sounding phonemes from Scot (most notably ‘loch’). 
42

 Mereological (or plural) and is illustrated in the following sentence. 

my dogs are Penny, Quasi, and Rex 
43

 Compare this with the corresponding definitions of binary-union and binary-intersection in Set Theory.   

 α ∪ β    *{α, β}    *{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} 

 α ∩ β    ,{α, β}    ,{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} 
44

 Expressions like this presuppose that variable ν has the same type as α and β. 
45

 The non-contractive character of × is a fundamental part of the idea that Compositional Logic involves resource 

usage. 
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 Thus, ⊗ and × are closely related, but quite distinct, binary-operators. 

6. Tuples and Sequences 

 There are more complications with product.  Set Theory postulates an operation known as 

Cartesian product, defined as follows,  

A×B    { 〈a,b〉 | a∈A & b∈B } 

where 〈a,b〉 is the ordered-pair of a and b.46  More generally, Set Theory postulates ordered-triples, 

ordered-quadruples, and more generally ordered n-tuples (finite sequences).   

 Note carefully that Cartesian product is algebraically defective, being neither associative nor 

commutative, so it is not identical to either of our product operators (×, ⊗). 

 Still, we need ordered n-tuples.  Indeed, we surreptitiously appeal to these structures in our 

account of the types of predicates and function-signs in first-order logic.  In particular, recall that a 

two-place predicate is an item of type D2�S, and a two-place function-sign is an item of type D2�D, 

where technically D2 corresponds to ordered-pairs of entities. 

 In order to incorporate n-tuples in our formal theory, we postulate a further binary-operator �, 

which we postulate to be just like × except that � is anti-commutative. 

if A and B are types 
(1) 

then [A�B] is a type 

 

if α is an expression of type A 

and β is an expression of type B (2) 

then [α�β] is an expression of type A�B 

Algebra: 

(1) (α�β)�γ = α�(β�γ) associative 

(2) if α�β = β�α, then α=β  anti-commutative 47 

(3) if α�β = α�γ, then β=γ right-cancellative 

(4) if α�γ = β�γ, then α=β left-cancellative 

(5) α�α ≠ α anti-contractive 

PLUS  

parallel  

principles  

for types  

A,B,C 

7. Algebra of Strings 

 Perhaps the best example of such a structure is an Algebra of Strings.  For example, consider 

the class of all finite strings of letters of the Roman alphabet.  Define � to be string-concatenation.  

Then we have the following. 

                                                 
46

 See Appendix Chapter on Set Theory. 
47

 The prefix ‘anti’ is sometimes used to indicate that the condition holds only in trivial circumstances.  A more 

common example is ‘anti-symmetric’. 
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(1) ‘t’ � ‘rap’ = ‘trap’ 

(2) ‘rap’ � ‘t’ = ‘rapt’ 

(3) ‘trap’ ≠ ‘rapt’ 

(4) ‘tt’ ≠ ‘t’ 

 

Then the resulting mathematical structure satisfies the principles above. 

8. Our Version of Cartesian Product 

A�B    { a�b | a∈A & b∈B } 

Here, ‘�’ is ambiguous between set-product and ordered-pair.48 

Note that, unlike the official Cartesian product, which is not in any way associative, the improved 

Cartesian product is arbitrarily associative. 

9. Three Product-Operators 

 Thus, we have three binary-product operators, listed as follows. 

  associative commutative contractive exemplar 

(1) ⊗ yes yes yes set union 

(2) × yes yes anti multi-set union 

(3) � yes anti anti sequence concatenation 

10. Exponentiation 

 Recall our informally proposed types Dk and Sk.  These can be defined using exponent 

notation, in accordance with the following inductive definitions. 

(1) α
1
  α  A1

  A 

(2) αk+1  αk
�α  Ak+1  Ak

�A 

11. Polyadic Abstraction 

 Once we have ordered-tuples of items, we can officially introduce polyadic lambda-

abstraction, as follows.49 

(1) λαβ:Ω  λ:α�β:Ω type: (A�B)�Z 

(2) λαβγ:Ω  λ:α�β�γ:Ω type: (A�B�C)�Z 

… 

                                                 
48

 This is meant more metaphorically than literally.  It makes no sense in pure set theory, but it is ok in type theory. 
49

 Note that we can freely drop parentheses in light of the algebraic-properties of ⊗.  But order still matters! 
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12. More Complications with Binary-Junctions – NOR and XOR 

 Recall that our original definition of binary-junctions is based on the following schema. 

(b) α ж β  @{α, β}  @{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} ν not free in α,β 

How does this work for  and �, whose binary counterparts are presumed to be the logical 

operators NOR and XOR?  There are several problems. 

 The first problem concerns the traditional binary-operators NOR and XOR, whose truth-

conditions are summarized as follows. 

P NOR Q is true iff P and Q are both false 

P XOR Q is true iff P and Q are opposite in truth-value 

Now, consider the following sentence forms, 

(1) (P NOR Q) NOR R 

(2) (P XOR Q) XOR R 

and consider the following substitutions. 

(T NOR T) NOR F = F NOR F = T should be F! 

(T XOR T) XOR T = F XOR T = T should be F! 

These are not the truth-assignments  we want!  For example, if I say 

neither A nor B nor C will win the election 

I mean that no one of {A,B,C} will win the election, and if I say 

either A or B or C will win the election [understood exclusively] 

I mean that exactly one of {A,B,C} will win the election. 

 The best way to deal with this problem is to distinguish binary-operators from finitary-

operators, and then to insist that English NOR and XOR are properly represented, not as binary-

operators, but as finitary-operators. 

13. Finitary-Operators 

1. Bottom-Up  

 So far we have discussed infinitary-operators and binary-operators, but we have not discussed 

finitary-operators, which act on finite sequences of input expressions.  This is often considered 

unnecessary, since the usual finitary-operators – e.g., conjunction and disjunction – reduce to binary 

operators, according to the following inductive schema. 

(1) �〈α〉  α 

(2) �〈α1, …, αk+1〉
  �〈α1, …, αk〉 � αk+1 

Here, � is a binary-operator, and � is its finitary-counterpart.  So, for example: 

∧〈P,Q,R〉    (P∧Q)∧R ∧〈P,Q,R,S〉    ((P∧Q)∧R)∧S etc. 

∨〈P,Q,R〉    (P∨Q)∨R ∨〈P,Q,R,S〉    ((P∨Q)∨R)∨S etc. 

But, this schema does not work when applied to NOR and XOR, since as seen earlier: 

NOR〈P,Q,R〉  ≠  (P NOR Q) NOR R 

XOR〈P,Q,R〉  ≠  (P XOR Q) XOR R 
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2. Finitary-Operators [top down] 

 The bottom-up approach to NOR and XOR does not work.  What about a top-down approach?  

The following schema seems promising. 

@〈α1, …, αk〉  @{α1…, αk}  @{ν | ν=α1 ∨ … ν=αk} 

Here, we use the same symbol @ for both the original junction and its finitary form. 

 Although this works fine for NOR, it does not work for XOR!  The problem is that the definiens 

involves sequences, and definiendum involves sets, so repeated elements can cause a problem, as in: 

�〈T, T〉 = �{T, T} = �{T} = T should be F! 

3. Finitary-Operators [parallel approach] 

 The proper account of XOR cannot be based on binary-XOR or infinitary-XOR.  We accordingly 

propose to define finitary-operators as distinct from, but parallel to, infinitary-operators, in 

accordance with the following schema.   

if α1, …, αk  are expressions of type ℑ 

then @〈α1, …, αk〉 is an expression of type @ℑ 

Here, we treat the brackets as punctuation, although we could equally well think of 〈α1, …, αk〉 as a 

finite sequence of items.  The rules of composition, including simplification, then parallel the rules 

for the original junctions, as in the following. 

�〈P1, …, Pk〉 is true iff ∀i[Pi is true] 

�〈P1, …, Pk〉 is true iff ∃i[Pi is true] 

〈P1, …, Pk〉 is true iff ~∃i[Pi is true] 

�〈P1, …, Pk〉 is true iff ∃!i[Pi is true] 

Notice that using brackets instead of braces makes no difference to �,�, and , but it makes a big 

difference to � because � insists that truth-value T occur exactly once. 

14. The Grammatical Problem 

 Even granting that XOR is an irreducibly-finitary operators, we still face the practical 

grammatical problem of what to do with sentences of the following form. 

P1  XOR  P2  …  XOR  Pk 

Do we allow all parsings, or not?  If we allow all parsings, how do we insure that the truth-values 

compute correctly?  

 Three solutions come to mind. 

1.  Syntactic Solution – Logical Form 

 The solution that first comes to mind is simply to declare that, irrespective of how a 

conjunction (broadly understood) is written (spelled, pronounced), it has a flat underlying ("logical") 

form.  So, although  

P1 ж P2 ж P3 ж P4 

looks hierarchical/stratified, for example like the following,  
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P1 ж P2 ж P3 ж P4 

P1 ж P2     

P1 ж P2 ж P3   

P1 ж P2 ж P3 ж P4 

it is actually completely flat, like the following. 

P1 ж P2 ж P3 ж P4 

ж〈P1, P2, P3, Pk〉 

2.  Syntactic Solution – Re Parse 

 An alternative syntactic solution proposes prefix-operators NEITHER () and XEITHER (4), 

which are optionally pronounced, but which do all the semantic work, as in the following sample 

trees. 

NEITHER P NOR Q NOR R 

P � Q � R 

 P�Q�R 

(P�Q�R) 

〈P,Q,R〉 
 

XEITHER P XOR Q XOR R 

P � Q � R 

4 P�Q�R 

4(P�Q�R) 

4〈P,Q,R〉 
 

In particular, this approach treats NOR and XOR as variants of �.  Note carefully that the exact parsing 

of ‘P XOR Q XOR R’ is irrelevant, given the mathematical character of �, so we compress it. 

3. Semantic Solution – Stratified Composition 

 Given the nature of our enterprise, we prefer a purely semantic solution.  Unfortunately, such a 

solution is slightly complicated, since it involves a subtle point of our account of compositionality 

and meaning.  In particular, we maintain that  

(1) the meaning of a compound is computed from the meanings of its components. 

(2) the meaning of a phrase is its semantic tree. 

Usually, the only component of a semantic-tree that is computationally relevant is the entry at the 

top-most node.  This does not always work, since there are phrases that access grammatical-structure, 

perhaps the most important of which is the phrase ‘logically true’.50 

 The composition of serial exclusive-disjunctions is another example in which the underlying 

tree is critical to the composition.  In order to formalize this, we propose the following compositional 

schema for ⊠ (XOR). 

⊠〈α1,…,αm〉 ⊠ ⊠〈β1,…,βn〉 

⊠〈 α1, …, αm, β1 ,…, βn 〉 

To this we add the clause about ⊠-prime items. 

⊠〈α〉  =  α 

The following are example parsings. 

                                                 
50

 Note that a logical truth is one that is true in virtue of its form – i.e., grammatical structure.  So ‘logically true’ 

accesses the whole tree of the sentence to which it applies, not just its "truth conditions". 
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P ⊠ Q ⊠ R ⊠ S 

⊠〈P〉  ⊠〈Q〉 

⊠〈P,Q〉  ⊠〈R〉 

⊠〈P,Q,R〉  ⊠〈S〉 

⊠〈P,Q,R,S〉 
 

P ⊠ Q ⊠ R ⊠ S 

⊠〈Q〉  ⊠〈R〉 

⊠〈Q,R〉  ⊠〈S〉 

⊠〈P〉  ⊠〈Q,R,S〉 

⊠〈P,Q,R,S〉 
 

15. Anadic Types 

 Finitary-operators are sometimes also called anadic, whose morphology is meant to convey 

“without adic”.  The terminology, and notation, is summarized in the following chart. 

greek latin loglish type parse 

monadic unary 1-place A1�B takes a single A and delivers a B 

dyadic binary 2-place A2�B takes a pair of A's and delivers a B 

triadic ternary 3-place A3�B takes a triple of A's and delivers a B 

… … … … … 

anadic ? ? A*�B takes a finite sequence of A's and delivers a B 

In order to include anadic-operators in our type-theory, we propose the following. 

 If we follow the syntactic route of treating NOR and XOR as anadic, then we need to posit anadic 

types, which we do as follows. 

if A is a type 

then A* is a type 

We may call A* a "super-type", because it comprises infinitely-many sub-types, as follows. 

(1) A1
 ⊑ A* A ⊑ A* 

(2) A2
 ⊑ A* A�A ⊑ A* 

(3) A3
 ⊑ A* A�A�A ⊑ A* 

… … … 

Borrowing set-notation, this can be summarized as follows. 

(s) A* = *{Ak | k = 1, 2, 3, …} 

16. Infinitary-Associativity 

 The notion of associativity is usually applied to binary-operators, in accordance with the 

following schematic definiens, where � is any binary-operator. 

α � (β � γ)  = (α � β) � γ 

Associativity can also be applied to generalized-operators, in accordance with the following 

schematic definiens, where � is any generalized-operator. 
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�{ �{α | Φ} | Ψ } = �{ α | Φ & Ψ } 

�〈 �〈α | Φ〉 | Ψ 〉 = �〈 α | Φ & Ψ 〉 

The former involves sets; the latter involves families (generalized sequences).51 

 We propose that, except for  and �, all our junctions are associative. 

@{ @{α | Φ} | Ψ } = @{ α | Φ & Ψ } 

@ ≠ , � 52 

17. Conditional Assertion 

 Classical logic postulates a minimal ‘if-then’ connective characterized by a truth-table.  

Various authors have denounced this connective, for various reasons, and have proposed alternative 

accounts of ‘if-then’.  One such alternative is conditional-assertion, proposed by Nuel Belnap (1970).  

We propose to read ‘A⁄B’ is read “A given B”, by analogy with conditional probability.53  Its logic 

is based on the following truth-conditions.    

A⁄B = A, if B is true;  

A⁄B = �, if B is false. 

In other words, A⁄B says A, if B is true, but says nothing whatsoever if A is false.   

                                                 
51

 Consult Appendix-Chapter on Set Theory. 
52

 Neither � nor  is infinitely-associative, although 7 is finitely-associative (which is strange!)  Observe that 

(T NOR T) NOR F = T, but T NOR (T NOR F) = F 

On the other hand,  

(T XOR T) XOR T = T XOR (T XOR T) = T, but XOR〈T,T,T〉 = F. 

Also recall that ‘no A respects no B’ and ‘exactly one A respects exactly one B’ are three-way ambiguous, unlike 

‘every A respects every B’ and ‘some A respects some B’. 
53

 Note that, although Belnap uses slash, he reads it backwards from us. 
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18. Super Types – Summary 

 Now that we have binary and finitary operators, we put all the types together under one roof. 

(1) D is a type definite-noun-phrases 

(2) S  is a type sentences 

if κ is an integer 
(3) 

then Dκ is a type 
case-marked D-phrases 

if A and B are types 
(4) 

then [A�B] is a type 
functors 

(5) if A and B are types 

 then 

[A×B] 
[A⊗B] 
[A�B] 

are types 
binary products 

if A is a type 
(6) 

then A� is a type 
anadic products 

if A is a type 

and @ is a junction (7) 

then @A is a type 

junctions 

(8) nothing else is a type  

Derivative Types 

(1) A1  A 

(2) Ak+1  Ak � A  

… 

(c) C  D�S 
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G. Lexicons 

1. Loglish1 

1. Logical Vocabulary 

morpheme type translation 

every ∀ 

some ∃ 

no – 

the 

? 

� 

not S�S ~ 

and S2�S & 

or S2�S P ∨ Q 

if S2�S P → Q 

2. Non-Logical Vocabulary 

morpheme type prototype gloss 

is a woman W[α] α is a woman 

is virtuous 
D�S 

V[α] α is virtuous 

respects R[α,β] α respects β 

is next to 
D2�S 

N[α,β] α is next to β 

the mother of M(α) the mother of α 

's father 
D�D 

F(α) the father of α 

Jay J Jay 

Kay 
D 

K Kay 

Notice that morphemes in Loglish1 include lexicalized phrases – i.e., compound expressions that 

count as lexical entries.  In developing more sophisticated versions of Loglish, we strive to reduce 

the number of lexicalized phrases to a minimum.54  Note, however, that the ad hoc abbreviations – 

e.g., W[α]  α is a woman – are retained at every level. 

                                                 
54

 We still acknowledge phrasal-morphemes in natural language – word combinations that have entries in dictionaries, 

including phrasal-verbs like ‘shut up’ and phrasal-prepositions like ‘next to’. 
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2. Loglish2 

1. Logical Vocabulary 

morpheme type translation 

every λP λQ ∀x(Px→Qx) 

some λP λQ ∃x(Px&Qx) 

no 

C�[(D�S)�S] 

λP λQ ~∃x(Px&Qx) 

not S�S λP ~P 

and S�(S�S) λQ λP (P & Q) 

or S�(S�S) λQ λP (P ∨ Q) 

if S�(S�S) λP λQ (P → Q) 

the, DEF C�D λP �xPx 

who (D�S)�(C�C) λP λQ λx(Px&Qx) 

 C  D�S  

is [IDENTITY] D�(D�S) λy λx [x=y] 

is [COPULA] ∅ ∅ 

a ∅ ∅ 

2. Non-Logical Vocabulary (sample) 

morpheme type translation gloss 

Jay, Kay, Elle D J, K, L Jay, Kay, Elle 

respects D�(D�S) λy λx Rxy  x respects y 

man λxMx  x is a man 

virtuous 

C [ D�S] 
λxVx  x is virtuous 

's-mother D�D λx:M(x) the mother of x 

next-to D�(D�S) λy λx Nxy  x is next to y 
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3. Loglish3 

1. Logical Vocabulary 

morpheme type translation 

every C�[(D�S)�S] λP0 λQ ∀x(Px→Qx) 

some  λP0 λQ ∃x(Px&Qx) 

no  λP0 λQ ~∃x(Px&Qx) 

not S�S λP ~P 

the, DEF C�D λP0 �xPx 

who (D�S)�(C�C) λP λQ0 λx0 (Px&Qx) 

    D0�D λx0:x streamlined! 

is [IDENTITY] D2�(D1�S) λy2 λx1 [x=y] 

is [COPULA] C�(D1�S) λP0:P1 

 D1�D0 λx1:x0 streamlined! 

λ:λy2λx1Rxy:λy5λx0Ryx 
ed [PASSIVE] D2�(D1�S):�(D5�C) 

λy2λx1Rxy � λy5λx0Ryx 

 

Functional-Role Markers 55 

name morpheme type translation 

nominative – +1 D�D1 λx.x1 

accusative – +2 D�D2 λx.x2 

dative to  +3 D�D3 λx.x3 

ablative from +4 D�D4 λx.x4 

perlative by +5 D�D5 λx.x5 

genitive of ; 's +6 D�D6 λx.x6 

                                                 
55

 These are the functional-roles we examine in any detail.  We identity five others. 
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2. Non-Logical Vocabulary (sample) 

morpheme type translation gloss 

woman C [ D0�S] λx0Wx x is a woman 

virtuous C λx0Vx x is virtuous 

next-to D�C λy λx0 Nxy x is next to y 

friend D6�C λy6 λx0 Fxy x is a friend of y 

mother D6�C λy6 λx0 Mxy x is a mother of y 

respect D2�(D1�S) λy2 λx1 Rxy x respects y 

recommend D2�(D3�(D1�S)) λy2 λz3 λx1 Rxyz x recommends y to z 

4. Loglish4 

1. Logical Vocabulary 

1. Quantifiers 

morpheme type translation 

every C��D λP0 �xPx 

some C��D λP0 �xPx 

no C�○D λP0 ○xPx 

any C��D λP0 �xPx 

2. Pronouns 

+++ 

3. Anaphoric Roles 

+++ 

5. Loglish5 

1. Logical Vocabulary 

1. Indefinite Nouns 

+++ 

2. States of Affairs 

+++ 

3. New Quantifiers 

morpheme type translation abbrev 

every ΣD*��D* ΣνΦ � �νΦ Σ�� 

some ΣD*��D* ΣνΦ � �νΦ Σ�� 

no ΣD*�○D* ΣνΦ � νΦ Σ� 

any ΣD*��D* ΣνΦ � �νΦ Σ�� 
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+++explain type notation here+++ 

4. Number Expressions 

+++ 

morpheme type translation 

exactly C�C.�C�4D λN λP0 4x{ N(U)[x] & Px } 

at least C�C.�C��D λN λP0 �x{ N(U)[x] & Px } 

5. The 

+++ 

6. Only 

+++ 

7. There and It 

+++ 

8. Indexical Adverbs (slash notation) 

+++ 

 


